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AbstractEA magnet measurement fac|lity has Inorder to meettheprojectscheduleandrequired tolerances

been developed to measure the prototype and of the magnet parameters, a magnet measurement facility has
production magnets for the Advance Photon Source.
The measurement facility is semi-automatic in been developed. The facility includes a dipole measurement
measurement control and data analysis. One dipole system, three rotating coil systems forquadrupole (quad) and
system and three rotating coil measurement systems sextupole (sext) magnets, Hall-probe field mapping, and
for quadrupole and sextupole magnets and various types of probe coils [2]. The rotating coil systems are
corresponding probe coils are described, located in a temperature-controlled area. The measurement

systems have been extensively tested in parallel with the
I. INTRODUCTION development of various prototype magnets. A typical

production measureme_._t takes less than four hours. The
The 7-GeV Advance Photon Source (APS), which is under measured data for the production magnets are being used for

construction at Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), is a the quality control of the magnet fabrication procedures and
national facility dedicated to providing highly-brilliant the correction of some magnets with unacceptable tolerances.
synchrotron radiation beams [1]. The magnet system for the

APS requires more than 1000 conventional resistive magnets II. DIPOLEMEASUREMENT SYSTEM
for the storage ring (SR), injector synchrotron (IS), positron

accumulator ring (PAR), and beam transport lines. Main A block diagrmn of the mechanical hardware assembly for
character, s,tics of the magnets, except those for the beam the SR dipole measurement is shown in Fig. 1. The
transports, are listed in Table 1. The SR magnets in particul,'u" production dipcle magnets are measured comparatively with

TABLE 1 respect to a reierence dipole. Two sets of curved integral coils
MAINCHARACTERISTICSOFTHEAPS RINGMAGNETS are connected in series, one fixed in tile reference and one for a

testing production dipole. The field integral is measured by
Magnet Magnet, Pole gap or Field No.of ramping the excitation currem of the dipole up and down,

Length (m) Bore Dia.0rim) Strength Magnets while the field sh_")e is measured by moving the coil set in a
transverse direction. The transverse positons of the integral

SRDipole 3.06 60.00 0.599T 80
SRQuad .5/.6/.8 80.00 18.9T/m 400 coils in the production dipole are controlled by three
SRSext 0.24 98.00 490T/m 2 280 positioning tables which are attached to a 5-m-long granite

table. Since the pole gap of the "C-type" SR dipole is
ISDipole 3.10 40.00 0.696T 68 accessible from one side of the magnet, this measurement

ISQuad 0.60 56.56 13.9Tim 80 procedure is fully automated. For measuremem of an IS
ISSext 0.20 70.01 130T/m2 68 dipole which has an "H-type" cross section, the probe coils

PARDipole 0.80 45.130 1.47T 8 are installed and removed m,'mually through one end of the
PARQuad 0.25 120.00 4 Tim 16 magnet.
PARSex, 0.20 130.00 10Tim 10 A set of integral coils consist_ of two coils: a 3.5-m-lo_g

coil for full integral and a 1.5-m-long coil for 2-D "body"
field ineasurements. The two coils in the reference dipole are

are required to measure and evaluate the field strength and field used as th- bucking coils for the integral and 2-D field

quality to a few parts in 10-4 to verify the tolerance measurements. The probe coils are made by placing two
requirements. Equally important parameters to be measured layers of flat printed circuit (PC) coils on a honeycomb-
are the magnetic axis and roll angle, with respect to one or structured G-10 plate according to the curvature of the
two fiducials located on top of a magnet, within toler,'mces of magnet, and then connected in _ries. A I_ coil is 0.5 m
60 I.un and 0.3 mrad, respectively, long with an average width of 6.8 ram, height of 3.3 mm,

and 170 tunis.

A 3-D field mapping unit with a c',dibratcd ll,'dl probe also
ineasures detailed end-field and 2-I) fielu- '.rope for the
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k,,,,_ a,r...... t,t.,_,,,_ are used: one ex_ch for tile lield integral and 2-D field of theBox

Co_,- reference magnet and two for tile respective bucking signals
between the two magnets. Since the integrator connections
conform to G-64 Gespec Crate sr,ccifications, IBM digital I/O
interfaces and other modules developed for measurement
control and data acquisition were modified to configure to
Gespec Crate requirements.

•r. An operating system shell on MS-DOS called GPDAS hasInleltrato_

been developed to provide greater flexibility when taking
measurements and performing data analyses [3]. The shell
contains the software drivers to interface with GPIB and

digital I/O boards, Gespec Crate, and other required PC
boards.

The measurement procedures, including control of the

Mo,o,t,d,.r magnet excitation current and data analyses in "real-time," are

v._,,.._,st_s,,,,,_ ,_ automated During the prototype and productionIntcrloclm

C _ measurements of IS dipoles, it has been firmly established

X7
cpm ,.- t"¢I that relative accuracy and reproducibility of the field strength

and field shape measurements are better than 1 x 10"4.
Fig. 1. Block diagram of the hardware assembly for the dipole

measurement. III. MULTIPOLEMEASUREMENTSYSTEMS

_d_,l ru,,,t_,,_Co, Shown in Fig. 3 is a block diagram of the rotating coil
M.eas.rerr_l

_tor.F.n_od,,, system. A rotating coil cylinder, supported by two air-
_- bearings, is rotated by a DC motor. A 15-bit absolute encoder

---{ o_s_,_l _"-- triggers the integration of the induced voltage in the coil at
Mb'[ !_tegratot #| _ ]

I-_ o_,-,I ]_ I 256 angular positions per tunLTwo of the three systems are

Integrator#2 muJified versions of the rotating coil measurement bench
i- --{ D_S"-'J_' developed at CEIUq ,'rod fabricated by D,'mfysik [4]. The third

'l. Integrat°t.#3r system, developed at ANL. has additional features for
J" _ Ol_lt"l I _,_.,:._ MaS,_I Integrator _4

Units,1 -[---G--"--;'a-dientCoilP'ro_--_
_ , ,L- I ......... "

_ I ProductionMagnet I ' , '1

l ...... iI"o, ,7Current Reader Power Supply Volt/deter [ I I __i " Dtglt_l .- , ....
! Illlegralo.t #2 - . Magnet Table

D!gltal KS1 [ n_,u°, ] [ ,eet,_ ] .... _r , c,,,,, r,,,w,_
VOBoard Board / /[Je°_'d L-J_L_ r----- "----_

.Unit l I Voh _t"f,(rf. __L__
FF_.Co,,,,o,e,J, . , 1 I st._._._,_,,o, oP,.,o

rower aupp_y I Indextn Converter

l

data are used for the calibration of the integral coil :-_ :: , [___ __]., . .-,ln_"LsuremclltS, t OMI AQ Jill,/ (_ (4 16 t_t AI Style Inte.rfi, e BUS)

Shown in Fig. 2. is a block diagram of the data acquisition
system for the dipole ineasurements. Four high-precision Fig. 3. Blockdi;tgram of thert_atmgc()ilsystem.
digital integrators, wlfich are voltage-to-frequency converters,
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measurement flexibilities such as adjusting the distance ,. .n-COIL
between the two air-beatings and the alignment of bore axis.

Since the air-bearir_g positions are fixed to tile base table, rd2-_,,., rd2-COIL

the xrmgnet position tlas to be controlled and pre-aligned to
the rotating coil axis using five stepping motors. A precision
laser and photo-quadrant detector are used for tile alignment.

The position of the laser, mounted on one end of the base A-COIL.¢_ ",

table, is precisely measured from the axis of the rotating coil AI _cylinder. The detector, mounted in a Taylor-ttopson ball, is
placed on top of the testing magnet. From the harmonic
analysis of the rotating coil measurements, the magnet is
aligned to the rotating coil axis. Then, the detector reads the

fiducial position with respect to the magnetic axis.
Prior to the above procedure, for SR quad measurement

only, the bore axis is aligned to the air-bearing axis as in the
following method. A second laser beam unit is installed and p
aligned with the air-bearing axis. The beam positions along
the bore axis are detected by another photo-quadrant detector Fig.4. Crosssectionof daeradial and tangential coil geometries. Theradial
placed at the bore axis. Then, the quad is aligned by moving coil set is locatedon the x-axis.

i the bore axis to that of the laser beam. Since the rotating coil
TABLE 2

cylinder is supported by the two air-be,'uings, the coil rotates DESIGNPARAMETERSOF ROTATING COIL PROBES
at the air-bearing axis. During the magnetic alignment, tlle
magnet is moved only parallel to bore axis. This procedure Coil Parameter Quad Coil SextCoii

not only ensures parallelism between the bore and magnetic
axes within _+0.2 mrad, but it ,also measures the offset of tile RadialCoil

Na/Nb l / 2 6 / 21

tWO axes. Ra l/Ra2 0.5 0.5
In addition to the rotating coil measurement, tile field- _2/Ra2 0.625 0.6266

gradient integrals for tile SR quads are ,also measured relative Rbl/Ra2 o. 125 0.4224

to the reference quad with a measurement reproducibility of +
2 x 104. One "gradient-coil" probe in the reference quad is TangentialCoil

ND/NA 1 / 6 ---

fixed along the bore axis. The second probe for the testing NQ/NA 1 /6 1/7
quad is installed along file axis of a G-10 cylinder. Since tile Ns/Na .... 2/7
measurement is conducted after the magnetic aligntnent, the A-Coil 19.471" 15.388"
probe in the testing quad is located along the inagnetic ,axis. --

TABLE3

IV. ROTATING COIL PROBES ROTATING COIL PARAMETERS

FOR SR QUAD AND SEXT MAGNET MEASUREMF_2Crs

One of the critical components for the multipole
measurements is the rotating coil probe. "Ihe cross section of Coil Parameter Quad Coil SextCoil

..............................

a rotating coil geometry depicted in Fig. 4 h_mtwo different RadialCoil
types of coils: "radical" and "t,<u_gential.'' The radial coil set is Ra2(ram) 37.75 44.005
located in the plane of tile x-axis, while the tangential coil set N a 18 10 + 25 *

is installed on the cylinder surface. In Table 2 design a_ (mrad) -1.597 2.20

parameters of the two types of coil sets for quad and sext
measurements _u'elisted. The ratio of ti_e number of turns and Tane.cntialCoil
the radii of the coils are denoted as Na/Nb and Ra/Rb, R(nun) 35.75 35.941

ND 6 ---

respectively. The coil par,'uneters, listed in "Fable 3, are NQ 6

.selected according to Table 2 for file SR quad and sext probes. 3
The "short" tangential coils are used to measure tile 2-D Ns --- 6

"body" field. A?J is tile coil ,'ingle rehitive to a _efcrence. NA 36 21
Af,4(llirad), Full/Short 2. i 9/0.4062 ,018/0.102

The radial coil set cot_sists of two separate coils, one for
Short Coil l.englh (lu) 0.406 0.102

measuring the main field anu one for inullipole cocfficieilts ....................................................................................................................................
after bucking tilelnaill field. The I:lligCllli;ll coil set ill Fig. 4 *Extra nulnber of turns to increase the Ineasurenleni sensitivity of the sext

fiehl slrcngih.



consists of a "A-coil," "n-coil," and two "rd2-coils." The n-

coil measures the dipole field component, while the two hi2- --or-- X (Laser-I) ----_--X (Rad)
coils measure the qu_d or sext field component, depending on + V (Laser-I) ---O---- V (Rad)
the connection of the two coils. These coils are used for 60 _ x (Laser-2) + X (Tan)
bucking the main field and also for measuring lower _Y (Laser-2) _Y (Tan)
harmonics. The magnetic axes of quad and sext magnets are ! i 1
identified from the dipole and quad components, respectively.

The advantage of having two types of coil sets on the same 4o _ i i '
i i ! f .

cylinder is that the validity of the measurements can be cross- i i
examined at the same condition. For the SR quad, for _"
example, the measured relative sext coefficients from the two _ 2 o _...':. ...._.
coils agree within 0.5 x 10-4 at a radius of 25 mm. ,-o

For the alignment parameters, however, the two coil sets '._

behave some what differently. Shown in Fig. 5 are the n° 0
stability of the laser beam and the magnetic axis of a SR quad
measured for several hours. All the data, except for the
positions of "Laser-2," were taken in a laboratory where the .2 0
stability of the floor was not known. The laser beam, wh=ch
is positioned on top of the quad, monitors the stability of the

measurement system. From the data for "Laser-l," it is seen -,¢ o
that the laser beam drifted more than 50 p.m. The data for 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
Laser-2, which were taken on a stable foor, drift less than 25
ll.m. The measurements of the magnetic axis from the two Time (hour)

coils agree to within 15 I.tm and vary less than 10 p.m in both Fig. 5. Stability of laserbeamandmagnetic axis measurements using radial
the x- and y-axes. (Rad) and tangential (Tan) coils, The data points for "Laser-l" were taken

Shown in Fig. 6 are the data of roll angle measurements in a room with unspecified floor conditions, while those for "Laser-2" were

for the quad and sext magnets. Except for the radial coil for taken in a stable and temperature-controlled room, The data for the laser
have initial offsets.

quad (Rad-Q in Fig. 6), the roll angle measurements are
repeatable within + 0.1 mrad.

W. CONCLUSIONS

The relative measurement accuracy and reproducibility of 1.0 7q ---O---O (Rad,Q) -----_---- O (Tan-Q2)/

the field integrals and field shapes for dipoles are better than _.... { + o (Tan-Q) _ O (Rad-S) J1 x 10-4. The three rotating coil systems measure the integral ---at--0 (OuadMag) _ O (Tan-S)

and 2-D field strengths and multipole coefficients with 0.6 E_''":.---""-'"---
relative accuracies of + 2 x 10"4.'File measurement accuracies

............. : .............. : .............. : .........................................

of the roll angle of the main field and the magnetic axis : i
relative to the fiducial positions are l_tter th;m + 0.3 mrad _" 0.2 .............i..............i..............i.........................................
mid + 60 l.un, respectively. E '_ :---_-_

( ' .' ........ : .......................................
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